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ABOUT THE FESTIVAL DES ARTS DE
SAINT-SAUVEUR (FASS)
A firm belief in the fundamental importance of culture in our
society has brought the Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur into
the ranks of major arts and culture events staged in Quebec and
the rest of Canada each year. FASS is now the largest regional
dance presenter in the country, both in terms of the number of
large-scale shows it presents and the size of its attendance. For
nearly 30 years, the Festival has welcomed the greatest artists
of dance and music on the national and international scene in
the enchanting setting of the village of Saint-Sauveur.
The Festival’s artistic direction has been orchestrated by
Guillaume Côté since 2014. His experience, along with the
expertise acquired in his career as a dancer, composer and
choreographer, have led him to affirm the mandate of the
Festival while putting added emphasis on creation, diversity
and support for Quebec artists.
Founded in 1992 as the Festival des Arts Hiawatha, the
Festival was renamed the Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur in
1997. The Festival first received recognition at the Grands Prix
du Tourisme des Laurentides awards, with a special mention as
Cultural Event of the Year in 2000, and has received the “Grand
Prix du Tourisme des Laurentides” in 2007, 2008 and 2014. In
2009 FASS was awarded the “Prix Ambassadeur culturel des
Laurentides” in the Cultural Festivals and Events category.
For its 2020 edition, FASS was awarded the Prix Opus in the
Specialist Presenter of the Year category.
Under the leadership of Etienne Lavigne as Executive
Director, it has contributed actively to laying the foundations of
a genuine cultural hotspot with a reputation that extends well
beyond the geographical boundaries of the Laurentians.

OUR MISSION
The Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur
is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to
the discovery and presentation of the best
choreographers, dancers and musicians.
Through its eclectic, inclusive, accessible and
original programming, the Festival seeks to
support and inspire artists from Canada and
around the world, and to introduce audiences
to their work and passion in an intimate
setting.
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MESSAGE FROM

GUILLAUME CÔTÉ
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS

We are celebrating this 30th anniversary in renaissance
mode, with intimate shows under a redesigned Big Top,
(Face to FASS), digital events (Virtual FASS), and free
outdoor performances and activities (Dance Trails). I have
invited artists closely linked to the history of the festival,
living treasures and brilliant emerging talent who all have
in common a passion for their art, the need to explore
its different facets and their desire to share this with the
curious, open and warm Saint-Sauveur public.
Opening night will bring together the exceptional
talents of Margie Gillis (whom we had the honour of
seeing at our first festival in 1992), Sylvain Lafortune
and Annik Hamel, Maude Sabourin and Raphaël
Bouchard, Rubberband Dance, and my colleagues from
the National Ballet of Canada Brendan Saye, Svetlana
Lunkina, Jeaninne Haller, Siphe November, Calley
Skalnik and Larkin Miller.
In the series of shows that follow, the young
choreographer Jera Wolfe, associated with Red Sky
Performance, will present Begin Again in addition to two
premieres where we will see the combination of complex
movements and strong images that are his trademark and
This summer the Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur is expression of his culture.
30 years old. When I took over the artistic reins in 2015,
The Compagnie Marie Chouinard will display all its
I envisioned honouring the Festival’s history while giving brilliance with a fresh look at a collection of solos and
it the means to secure its future in a changing world duets drawn from its vast repertoire, in addition to offering
where geographic and artistic boundaries are blurring. The us two unpublished pieces drawn from its archives and
pandemic that changed our lives has strengthened my will. a creation distilled from forty years of exploration of
The digital arts have become partners of the performing movement.
arts, bringing new possibilities both in terms of creation
Citadel + Compagnie (formerly Coleman Lemieux et
and distribution.
Compagnie) returns to our Big Top with Zhenya Cernacov
Nothing will be the same again, but nothing prevents and the prima ballerina Evelyn Hart whose intensity and
it from being better. The constraints sparked our sublime sensitivity were so much admired at our first
imaginations and the role of the arts appeared more vital Festival in 1992. The duo performs Four Old Legs by James
than ever. The swift digital shift we made to save our 2020 Kudelka, a magnificent work on lasting love, the passage of
edition was driven by our mission to support artists and time and the ups and downs of aging.
make the arts accessible to as many people as possible,
For the first time since the pandemic, I will be back on
in all their diversity. I wanted to continue this momentum
by developing a program that allows the Festival to be stage in front of an audience!
I wanted to offer our public the first creation of my
presented in a combination of digital and live formats to
offer you the best of both worlds while maintaining our company, Côté Danse, +(ten), inspired by the mythical
odyssey of Ulysses who spent ten years to find his
tradition of excellence.
homeland and his family. I will be accompanied in this
adventure by contemporary dancers Martha Hart, Kelly
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Shaw, Benjamin Landsberg and Rakeem Hardy.
The virtuoso violinist Angèle Dubeau makes a
welcome return to FASS in the company of the nine
brilliant musicians of La Pietà to offer us a concert that
will envelop us with excitement and warmth and promises
a real immersion in harmony.
Reconnecting with our audience, which have always
welcomed them with enthusiasm, Les Grands Ballets
Canadiens will close the festival in style with a joyful
mixed program from its « Envolée au Québec » tour.
On the virtual side, the festival has sponsored the
production of four films combining dancers with artists
working in other fields in order to generate unusual
collaborations. Directed by Ben Shirinian, the In Tandem
film series pairs countertenor Daniel Taylor and the
Colombian multidisciplinary artist Andrea Peña; Innu poet
and singer Natasha Kanapé Fontaine and choreographer
Jera Wolfe; The Jireh Gospel Choir and dancer Frédérick
Gravel. For my part, I will be paired with Orchestre
Métropolitain and designer Yso South.
It will be possible to see these films under the stars
or on the Web, as well as the works selected for our
International festival of short dance films, FASS Forward,
which we are instituting this year.
If you take The Paths of Dance in the Forest of
Molson Park, you can attend short dance and music
performances offered by the urban dancer Crazy Smooth,
the contemporary dancer Eva Kolarova and horn player
Louis-Philippe Marsolais, the choreographer Sara
Harton accompanied by pianist Anne-Marie Bernard and
François Richard of the company Andrea Peña & artists,
as well as flamenco transformed by La Otra Orilla and jigs
combining modernity and tradition with the Mackinaw
company.
We are going to take flight during this great event of
which I am so very proud. I wish you wonderful discoveries
and moving reunions!
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MESSAGE FROM

ETIENNE LAVIGNE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

audiences of all ages, solidarity with other presenters—
unity is the strength of artistic influence!—and the concern
for sustainable development are all aspects that we
cultivate together to enrich the cultural life of our region.

PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS

I take great pleasure in helping realize the dreams of
our artistic director Guillaume Côté. He thinks on a grand
scale, and I was able to fully appreciate the magnitude of
his vision and the originality of his thought, as well as his
dynamism and determination, during the trials of this past
year and the challenges we have overcome together. These
qualities were highlighted by his appointment this spring
to Chevalier de l’Ordre national du Québec.
This year’s challenges included redesigning the Big Top
marquee, inaugurating an international dance short film
festival and organizing activities that encourage public
participation, all while respecting the required health
measures to ensure the safety of those attending and
working at the event.
We have retained some classics—such as outdoor
film screenings—while exploring new avenues, or rather,
new paths, so that you can reconnect with dance and
music. We offer many free activities and performances in
The Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur reaches its various outdoor venues, including the first urban dance
30th anniversary milestone in sound artistic and financial competition (« Dance battle») in our history.
health. Its artistic and media impact was especially
Bring your chair, blanket and... your mask, and come
recognized during the last season with the originality and
and
watch dance movies under the stars at Georges-Filion
quality of the 2020 edition earning it the Opus Award for
Park.
You will see the works of the series A Shared Solitude,
Specialized Broadcaster of the Year. We are very proud of
what has been achieved by our large number of artists and bringing together contemporary Canadian dance artists
artisans over the past 30 years and look to the future with and composers, as well as the brand-new short films of the
In Tandem series that spark unexpected collaborations
renewed energy.
between dancers and artists of other disciplines. And of
I would like to pay tribute to all those who contribute course, the films of the Fass Forward festival!
each year to the success and reputation of the event
Thank you for supporting this festival with your
through their work, talent, dedication and generosity.
presence, your testimonies and your donations, all of
Board members, the mayor and other elected officials, which are more important than ever.
business sponsors and partners, patrons, philanthropists
Take Flight!
and donors, funding agencies from all levels of government,
public and volunteers have all given wings to our team
through their commitment, support, trust and loyalty. I
would like to express our deepest gratitude to them.
of
in
in
of

Our close-knit community has made the Festival a jewel
the Laurentians with benefits that can be measured
economic, cultural and social terms. Participation
the training of new generations of artists, the growth
initiatives aimed at bringing together the arts and
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BIG TOP
FACE À FASS
30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

THURSDAY, JULY 29, 8 P.M.

The Festival des arts de Saint-Sauveur turns thirty
in 2021! A galaxy of artists has been invited to help us
celebrate this anniversary in style. On the program: an array
of solos and duets from the classical, neoclassical and
contemporary repertories, danced by Margie Gillis, Sylvain
Lafortune, Annik Hamel, Maude Sabourin and Raphaël
Bouchard from Les Grands Ballets Canadiens, Rubberband
as well as Svetlana Lunkina, Brendan Saye, Jeannine Haller, PROGRAM
Siphe November, Calley Skalnik and Larkin Miller from The
National Ballet of Canada. Let the star-studded party begin! BLUE

MARGIE GILLIS
L’UN L’AUTRE
SYLVAIN LAFORTUNE
AND ANNIK HAMEL
DOVE DE LA LUNA
MAUDE SABOURIN AND RAPHAËL BOUCHARD
EXCERPT FROM VIC’S MIX (MAGIC TRIO)
RUBBERBAND
PAS DE DEUX FROM APPOLO
SVETLANA LUNKINA AND BRENDAN SAYE
PAS DE DEUX FROM LA SYLPHIDE
SIPHE NOVEMBER AND JEANNINE HALLER
PAS DE DEUX FROM DON QUIXOTE
CALLEY SKALNIK AND LARKIN MILLER
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SYLVAIN LAFORTUNE

ANNIK HAMEL

NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA

PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS

PHOTO : ALEKSANDER ANTONIJEVIC

PHOTO : LAURENT THEILLET

SVETLANA LUNKINA BRENDAN SAYE

JEANNINE HALLER

SIPHESIHLE
NOVEMBER

CALLEY SKALNIK

LARKIN MILLER

LES GRANDS BALLETS CANADIENS

MAUDE SABOURIN

PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS
PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS

PHOTO : KAROLINA KURAS

PHOTO : SASHA ONYSHCHENKO

PHOTO : SASHA ONYSHCHENKO

RAPHAËL BOUCHARD

RUBBERBAND

PHOTO : DESDEMONA BURGIN

© GO -XPLORE

MARGIE GILLIS
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JERA WOLFE
REVERIE

FRIDAY, JULY 30, 8 P.M.

CAROL ANN BOHRN, KIRA HOFMANN, NARK DELA CRUZ, ALLISON BROOKS
PHOTO : LEIF NORMAN

BEGIN AGAIN AND TWO NEW WORKS TO BE PREMIERED AT THE FESTIVAL!

“Intricate choreography,
powerful imagery,
potent combination in
world premiere dance
production.”

“I have always felt fortunate to have dance in my life
but especially now I am struck by the importance of any
new creation. The title, Begin Again, is an idea that I think
we can all relate to, rebirthing, and what that means to us.
I am exploring the use of light and props and how they can
bring us together, even in a time of socially distancing.”
Jera Wolfe, Winnipeg Free Press

Winnipeg Free Press
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JERA WOLFE
CHOREOGRAPHER

Born in Toronto, Canada, Dora winner Jera Wolfe is a
choreographer and performer of Métis heritage and is an
Associate Artist with Red Sky Performance.
Jera was the official Canadian choreographer for NBS’s
Sharing Dance Day 2020 and co-choreographer for 2021.
He was also the Ontario Ambassador for International
Dance Day 2020.
His captivating choreography has awarded him the
2019 Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding Original
Choreography for Trace. He has demonstrated an impressive
repertoire of works presented by Canadian Stage, Fall For
Dance North, Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity, Festival
des arts de Saint-Sauveur, Danse Danse, and Jacob’s Pillow.

PHOTO : ALLI GONZALO

His recent works include Bare, choreographed
for Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet, Trace by Red Sky
Performance, FLOW by Red Sky Performance, Arise for
Canada’s National Ballet School, Embers for Canadian
Contemporary Dance Theatre, Reliance for Ryerson
University’s School of Performance, and Begin Again for
Winnipeg’s Contemporary Dancers.
His latest work Soul makes its world premiere as part
of The National Ballet of Canada’s 2020/21 virtual season,
Spotlight Series.
Aside from choreography, Jera performs primarily for
Red Sky Performance and has also performed with many
other companies including Peggy Baker Dance Projects.
Jera graduated from Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet
School and, since 2016, returned to the company to create
new works each year.
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COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD
RADICAL VITALITY

CAROL PRIEUR, SACHA OUELLETTE-DEGUIRE
PHOTO : SYLVIE-ANN PARÉ

SATURDAY, JULY 31, 8 P.M.

Marie Chouinard delved into the company’s repertoire
to compose a new work consisting of solos and duets. She
brought a new perspective to these small choreographic
forms and recreated them: new costumes or sound
environments, new choreographic adaptations, etc. She
also unearthed certain projects which, until then, had
remained on the pages of the choreographer’s notebooks.
And she created a brand new duet.
These 16 dance miniatures of 1 to 10-minute duration
have become stand-alone pieces in a long and profound
creative process. Radical vitality, that is, radical from the
Latin radix, root.

“With the concentrated force of
just one or two bodies moving in
space, Chouinard offers us the
most essential version of her
observations on the world and the
human condition.”

CHOREOGRAPHY
Marie Chouinard
DANCERS
Adrian W.S. Batt, Jossua Collin Dufour, Paige Gulley, Valeria
Galluccio, Motrya Kozbur, Sayer Mansfield, Luigi Luna, Sacha
Ouellette-Deguire, Carol Prieur and Celeste Robbins
MUSIC
Louis Dufort: 1-2-3-4-7-10-11-12-14-15-16
Frédéric Chopin (Prelude 5 in opus 28) : 8
Georg Friedrich Haendel (Lascia Ch’io Pianga, sung by
Montserrat Caballe): 9
SCORES FOR VOICE
Marie Chouinard
LIGHTS
Marie Chouinard
Except 7: Axel Morgenthaler
VIDEO, SET DESIGN AND PROPS
Marie Chouinard
COSTUMES
Marie Chouinard
Except 4-14: Liz Vandal
mariechouinard.com

Fjord Review, Toronto
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MARIE CHOUINARD

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR AND CHOREOGRAPHER
Marie Chouinard, choreographer, is the Executive and
Artistic Director of COMPAGNIE MARIE CHOUINARD, and
Founding Chair of the Prix de la Danse de Montréal.
PHOTO : RICHARD TREMBLAY

In 1990, the soloist and choreographer founded
her own company. Since that time, COMPAGNIE MARIE
CHOUINARD is performing all over the world. In 2007,
the COMPAGNIE moved to its own building, Espace Marie
Chouinard, in Montreal.
Hailed for their technique, versatility and performance
skills, the ten permanent dancers of the COMPAGNIE,
trained in different somatic approaches, bring Marie
Chouinard’s iconic works to the stage. The award-winning
dancer Carol Prieur celebrates her 25th anniversary with
the COMPAGNIE in 2020.

the music video Jamais by Serge Fiori), a collection of
poems entitled Chantier des extases, the photo-installation
Paradisi Gloria, and an art exhibit entitled DRAWINGS.
In 2015, Marie Chouinard designed CANTIQUE, a first
application for iPad and iPhone, free from the App Store.
The COMPAGNIE has a vast repertoire of works, most
In 2019, ZÉRO DOUZE) by Marie Chouinard is published by
still performed internationally. The Rite of Spring has been
les éditions du passages.
performed for almost 25 years and become a classic in the
A true cultural ambassador for Quebec, Marie Chouinard
history of contemporary dance. bODY_rEMIX/gOLDBERG_
has received several awards and distinctions in recognition
vARIATIONS celebrate, in 2020, its 15 years of creation.
of her contribution to the arts, including the Bessie Award
The choreographer’s works also appear in the
(New York, 2000), the Grand Prix du Conseil des arts de
repertoires of major ballet companies such as the National
Montréal (2006), the title of Officer of the Order of Canada
Ballet of Canada, the São Paulo Companhia de dança, the
(2007), the title of Chevalier of the Ordre des Arts et des
Ballets de Monte-Carlo, the GöteborgsOperan and the
Lettres (France, 2009), the Denise-Pelletier Award (Quebec,
Gulbenkian Ballet. Moreover, since 2015, Marie Chouinard
2010), the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec Award
has created works for other companies, such as the Martha
for best choreography for THE GOLDEN MEAN (LIVE) (2012),
Graham Dance Company (2015), Ballets de Monte-Carlo
the Samuel de Champlain Award (France, 2014), the title of
(2017) and Gauthier Dance (2021).
Companion of the Ordre national des arts et des lettres du
In 2009, Marie Chouinard, the dancer, returned to Québec (2015), the title of Chevalier of the Ordre national
the stage after a 20-year absence with her solo creation du Québec (2015), the Governor General’s Performing Arts
morning glories :)-(: and since 2012, has danced IN Award for Lifetime Artistic Achievement (Canada, 2016), the
MUSEUM, a three-hour solo performance-installation. Positano “Choreographer of the Year” Award (Italy, 2016),
From 2017 to 2020, Marie Chouinard was director of dance the Walter Carsen Prize for Excellence in the Performing
at the Venice Biennale.
Arts (Canada, 2016) and the Officer grade from the Ordre
Her opus as an author, set and lighting designer, des Arts et des Lettres (France, 2019).
photographer and film director includes multimedia
works (JARDIN DE SCULPTURES ÉPHÉMÈRES - ACTE 1
(created in world premiere in June 2020 at the Musée
d’art contemporain de Montréal), Cantique no 3, Icônes,
and CORPS CÉLESTES), films (bODY_rEMIX/gOLDBERG_
vARIATIONS, MARIE CHOUINARD: THE RITE OF SPRING, and
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SUNDAY, AUGUST 1, 8 P.M.

“James Kudelka’s
Four Old Legs is a
duet to fall in love
with... Kudelka has
the eye and maturity
to sketch the longterm relationship
experience in subtle,
yet very legible
shades.”
NOW Magazine, Toronto

CHOREOGRAPHY
James Kudelka
PERFORMERS
Evelyn Hart*, Zhenya Cerneacov
LIGHTING DESIGN
Simon Rossiter
PROJECTION DESIGN
Jeremy Mimnagh
COSTUME DESIGN
Jim Searle + Chris Tyrell pour HOAX Couture
SET BUILD
Design Build

EVELYNE HART, ZHENYA CERNEACOV
PHOTO : JEREMY MIMNAGH

CITADEL + COMPAGNIE
FOUR OLD LEGS

Four Old Legs is a series of vignettes that explore
long-term love, after the heady thrill of infatuation has
faded. A series of solos and duets are danced in a sparsely
furnished space, each one providing a glimpse into the
shared life of a couple, weaving the emotional threads into
the rich and varied tapestry of a longstanding relationship.
Set to 16 songs by artists as varied as Chopin, Talking
Heads, Judy Garland and Serge Gainsbourg, the music
indicates the passage of time and helps to illuminate the
gifts and challenges of the aging process.
*The participation of this artist is arranged by permission of Canadian
Actors’ Equity Association under the provisions of the Dance Opera
Theatre Policy (DOT).

REHEARSAL DIRECTION
Laurence Lemieux
PRODUCTION + STAGE MANAGEMENT
Marianna Rosato
citadelcie.com

“The lure of ballerina
Evelyn Hart is
irresistible.”
Paula Citron
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JAMES KUDELKA

PHOTO : BRUCE ZINGER

James Kudelka is widely acknowledged as one
of
North
America’s most innovative choreographers.
CHOREOGRAPHER
His mastery of both classical ballet, modern and
contemporary dance has earned him commissions from companies as stylistically
diverse as American Ballet Theatre, Chicago’s Hubbard Street Dance and Les Ballets
Jazz de Montréal. Kudelka’s work covers an impressive range, from virtuoso pas de
deux, through large-scale and always arresting adaptations of such classics as Swan
Lake, The Nutcracker and Cinderella, to boldly innovative creative collaborations with
dancers, designers and musicians.
After nine distinguished years as artistic director of the National Ballet of Canada
(1996-2005), James Kudelka continues to undertake collaborative projects that
engage and challenge him as a choreographer. Kudelka has been C+C’s resident
choreographer since 2008.

EVELYN HART

PHOTO: ALEKSANDER ANTONIJEVIC

Evelyn Hart is an internationally renowned dancer.
She
joined the Royal Winnipeg Ballet in 1976, becoming
DANCER
a principal dancer in 1979. Over her 30-year career with
the RWB, she performed on stages in over 118 countries. Hart brought her trademark
dramatic approach to Giselle, Swan Lake, Onegin, Sleeping Beauty, Anna Kareninna,
Cinderella and Romeo and Juliet. A few of her favourite roles included ballets created
by Sir Frederick Ashton, Antony Tudor, Jirí Kylián, Norbert Vesak, Vincente Nebrada,
Hans van Manen, Rudi van Dantzig, George Balanchine and James Kudelka. A
50-minute film about Hart, Moment of Light: The Dance of Evelyn Hart was produced
and a biography entitled Evelyn Hart: An Intimate Portrait. Evelyn Hart is a Companion
of the Order of Canada and the Order of Manitoba. She has been awarded with three
honorary doctorates from McMaster University, University of British Columbia, and
the University of Manitoba. She was awarded the Chalmers Award for excellence
in the arts and was inducted into Canada’s Walk of Fame. In 2001, Hart received a
Governor General’s Performing Arts Award.

ZHENYA
CERNEACOV
PHOTO: TRISH LINDSTROM

Zhenya Cerneacov was born in Chisinau, Republic
of Moldova. In 2006 Zhenya moved to Canada where he
quickly became an active member of the contemporary
dance scene broadening his horizons to include works
DANCER
in Contemporary, Bharatanatyam, Modern, Aboriginal
Dance, Contemporary Ballet and Argentine Tango performing with companies
including Danny Grossman Dance Company, Corpus Dance Projects, Peggy Baker
Dance Projects, Bouchardanse, Citadel + Compagnie, Menaka Thakkar Dance
Company, Chimera Project, Kaha:wi Dance Theatre, Kaeja d’Dance, among others.
Zhenya is co-founder and co-choreographer for the “Throwdown Collective” with
which he has co-created three critically acclaimed commissions for Dusk Dances,
and a stage piece presented at dance: made in canada 2015 and DanceWorks which
won the Audience Choice Award and subsequently the Dora Mavor Moore Award
for Outstanding Original Choreography and 4 other nominations. In 2011 Zhenya
co-founded “The School of Cadence Ballet”, an International Ballet School with
partner Courtnæ Bowman with whom he shares artistic direction.
13
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CÔTÉ DANSE
+(DIX)

GUILLAUME CÔTÉ
PHOTO : THOMAS PAYETTE
DESIGN : ANISA TEJPAR

WORLD PREMIERE AT THE FESTIVAL DES ARTS DE SAINT-SAUVEUR

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 4,
THURSDAY AUGUST 5
AND FRIDAY AUGUST 6, 8 P.M.

The symbolic meaning of + (the number ten) signifies
a new cycle of life has begun. The one and the zero are
reunited whereby energy has taken its full course and
transformed or stayed the same.
Drawing inspiration from the legendary myth of
Odysseus, the story of a man who takes a long trip and
has only one aim, to go back to his beloved homeland and
his family, + (Dix) is about the adventure into the unknown
and the challenges of finding your way back “home”.

DANCERS
Guillaume Côté
Martha Hart
Kelly Shaw
Benjamin Landsberg
Rakeem Hardy

The work features dancers Guillaume Côté, Martha
Hart, Kelly Shaw, Ben Landsberg and Rakeem Hardy and
explores the idea of the “inner compass”, a tool that
should be grounded into the magnetic force of the earth
and meant to orientate the adventurer on their journey.
Somewhere between North, South, East and West one
begins to see through relationships, experiences and
personal growth that “home” may only be a state a mind
rather than a physical place.
The set is four simple neon lights that play with the
symbolism of the needles of a compass, the dancers
manipulate these elements and change the path of their
journey as the work progresses.
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GUILLAUME CÔTÉ

Guillaume Côté is a native of Lac-SaintJean,
Québec. He studied at Canada’s National
CHOREOGRAPHER AND DANCER
Ballet School and joined The National Ballet of
Canada in 1999. He quickly rose through the
ranks and was promoted to Principal Dancer in 2004.
Since then, Mr. Côté has danced all the leading roles in The National Ballet of
Canada repertoire and has been the leading male figure of the company. He has had
numerous roles created for him notably Romeo in Alexei Ratmansky’s Romeo and
Juliet, the Prince in James Kudelka’s Cinderella and Gene Kelly in Derek Deane’s Strictly
Gershwin. He has also worked closely with such icons as Roland Petit, John Neumeier,
William Forsythe, Christopher Wheeldon and Crystal Pite.
As a guest artist, Mr. Côté has danced with the Royal Ballet, Bolshoi Theatre,
American Ballet Theater, New York City Ballet, Teatro alla Scala, English National
Ballet, the Mikhailosky Theater of St-Petersburg, Teatro Colón de Buenos Aires,
Berlin’s Staatsoper, the Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Stuttgart Ballet, Hamburg Ballet,
the Alberta Ballet, Verona Opera and the South African Ballet Theater. Mr. Côté has
also performed in numerous international galas.
In 2013, in addition to his position as a Principal Dancer, Mr. Côté assumed the
role of Choreographic Associate with the National Ballet of Canada and eight of his
pieces are now part of the company’s repertoire. Mr. Côté’s work No. 24 won third
prize at Ballet Society Hanover’s 25th International Competition in 2011 and entered
the National Ballet’s repertoire in 2013. In 2012, his work Enkeli won the Audience
Choice Award for Best Choreography at The Tenth International Competition
for the Erik Bruhn Prize. That same year, his work for ProArteDanza, Fractals:
a pattern of chaos, was nominated for a Dora Mavor Moore Award for Outstanding
Choreography. In 2013, his work Being and Nothingness entered the National Ballet
of Canada’s repertoire and after its initial success, the piece was extended and
presented in 2015 and again in 2019 for an international tour that finished in Russia.
Mr. Côté’s first full-length ballet, Le Petit Prince, was presented during the National
Ballet’s 2016 season in front of sold-out houses. Mr. Côté was chosen to participate
in the landmark National Arts Centre Commission Encount3rs in 2017, pairing three
of Canada’s outstanding choreographic talents with three of the country’s most
exciting composers performing together with the National Arts Centre Orchestra. In
June of 2018, Mr. Côté creates in collaboration with the fame Director Robert Lepage,
Frame by Frame, a new full-length evening presented at the Four Seasons Centre
in Toronto. More recently, Mr. Côté created the full-length Crypto, an independent
project scheduled to tour across the country with over 20 performances.
In 2011, Mr. Côté was awarded the Medal of the National Assembly of Quebec for
his work in the arts. In September 2014, he was named the Artistic Director of the
Festival des Arts de Saint-Sauveur, the largest summer dance festival in the country.
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ANGÈLE DUBEAU AND LA PIETÀ
IMMERSION
"An album that features composers whose music speaks
deeply to me. Music in which I have found a refuge and a
wellspring of goodness. Music that is sometimes imbued
with finesse, or even purity, fragility, or with meditative
gentleness and that can provide an introspection into one’s
emotions. An IMMERSION in oneself."
Angèle Dubeau

“Immersion is an uplifting
work. [...] Dubeau’s choice
of pieces with clear, bright
melodies over simple
accompaniment makes
for an album filled
with hope.”

SATURDAY, AUGUST 7, 8 P.M.

COMPOSERS

ARMAND AMAR
DARIO MARIANELLI
JONNY GREENWOOD
LUDOVICO EINAUDI
MICHAEL NYMAN
ÓLAFUR ARNALDS
PHILIP GLASS
REMO ANZOVINO
STEVE REICH
UNO HELMERSSON
VALENTIN HADJADJ

PHOTO : LUC ROBITAILLE

San Francisco Classical Voice
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Angèle Dubeau has pursued
a career as a classical musician
O.C., C.Q., O.M.
for over 40 years and has played
in as many countries, always
with the same passion, zest and generosity. Beyond her virtuosity
as a musician, this exceptional woman has other qualities that
have earned her a special place in the hearts of her audiences.
While her virtuosity and musicality have won over critics, audiences
adore Angèle Dubeau for her captivating music, her uncommon
gift as a communicator, her generosity, and her outstanding ability
to connect with listeners. She has garnered many awards over the
years, and she is one of the few classical violinists in the world
to earn gold records. She has sold over 600,000 albums over her
career, and works from her discography have been streamed over
115 million times in over 100 countries.

PHOTO : LUC ROBITAILLE

ANGÈLE DUBEAU

Angèle Dubeau has had an exceptional career. At the
Conservatoire de Musique de Montréal, she received a First Prize
(master’s degree) in violin at age 15, studying with Raymond
Dessaints, and a First Prize in chamber music at age 16. She
then moved to New York City to study with Dorothy DeLay at the
prestigious Juilliard School of Music and, from 1981 to 1984, she
studied in Romania with the eminent pedagogue Stefan Gheorghiu.
She has won several national and international competitions.
Angèle Dubeau is as deeply convinced as ever of the need to
guide the general public to a better understanding of music. She
devotes herself to making it accessible by reaching across borders,
generations, and backgrounds. “I like to think that music is a
universal treasure that almost everyone can share,” she explains. In
addition to the numerous concerts she gives, this truly passionate
musician communicates her love of music and culture through
televised music programs for young audiences, popular concerts,
and the Fête de la Musique de Tremblant, a festival she founded
over 20 years ago that features Canadian artists and their works
and attracts over 40,000 music lovers annually.
Driven by a desire to innovate, Angèle Dubeau founded La Pietà
in 1997, an all-woman string ensemble featuring some of Canada’s
best musicians. What she could not have known at the time was that
this experiment, originally conceived for the occasional recording,
would gradually become a full-time occupation. From early on,
the ensemble earned a solid reputation, playing Canada’s most
prestigious venues and on television. Known for their virtuosity and
precision, their rich interpretations, and above all the contagious
joy that enlivens their stage presence, Angèle Dubeau & La Pietà
have crisscrossed the world for almost 25 years.
angeledubeau.com
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LES GRANDS BALLETS CANADIENS

SUNDAY, AUGUST 8, 8 P.M.

PROGRAM

SEVENTH SYMPHONY (SECOND MOVEMENT), UWE SCHOLZ
LES BOURGEOIS, BEN VAN CAUWENBERGH
REQUIEM (FIFTH MOVEMENT), ANDREW SKEELS
FUKUOKA, MARCOS MAURO
COPPELIA SUITE

ABOUT LES GRANDS BALLETS
For over 60 years, Les Grands Ballets Canadiens has
been a creation, production and international performance
company devoted to the development of dance in all its
forms, while always staying faithful to the spirit of classical
ballet. The dancers of Les Grands Ballets, under the artistic
direction of Ivan Cavallari, perform choreographies by both
long-established and trendsetting creators. Situated at
the heart of Montreal’s Quartier des spectacles, Les Grands
Ballets offers leisure services in its STUDIOS and supports
its National Centre for Dance Therapy, which promotes all
the benefits that dance can bring. The company’s mission is
also to ensure accessibility to art for everyone; in that spirit
its achievements include the founding of The Nutcracker
Fund, which every year enables thousands of children
to enjoy a first ballet experience. Les Grands Ballets,
recognized for its excellence, creativity and daring, is fully
committed to the local community, and is acclaimed on
stages around the world.

“The dancers seem to move
effortlessly from being
boneless to being made of
steel. Their movements are
at once athletic, gymnastic,
balletic and frantic.”
The Globe and Mail, Toronto

PHOTO: SASHA ONYSHCHENKO

grandsballets.com
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IVAN CAVALLARI
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

From 2007 to 2012, he was the Artistic Director of
the West Australian Ballet, the oldest dance company in
Australia. In 2013, he was named the Artistic Director of the
Ballet de l’Opéra national du Rhin, where he staged such
works as Dolly in April 2013, and his own choreographies
of Pinocchio in 2014 and The Nutcracker in 2016.
He took over the helm of Les Grands Ballets as Artistic
Director as of the 2017-2018 season. As a choreographer,
he created new works such as Presto-Detto and Giselle,
bringing the company’s repertoire in a decidedly classical
direction while remaining anchored in modernity. He will
present his version of Romeo & Juliette in grand premiere
in March 2022, at Salle Wilfrid-Pelletier.

PHOTO: SASHA ONYSHCHENKO

Born in Bolzano, Italy, in 1964, Ivan Cavallari received
his initial training at the Teatro alla Scala Ballet School in
Milan. His teachers recognized his talent by awarding him a
scholarship to the Bolchoi Ballet School in Moscow in 1981,
where he continued his training until 1983. From 1984 to
1985, he danced with the Scala Ballet School before joining
the Stuttgart Ballet in 1986, where he became a soloist and
then principal dancer under the successive directorships
of Marcia Haydée and Reid Anderson. He danced all the
leading roles of John Cranko’s ballets and regularly staged
the latter’s works with the Royal Ballet Covent Garden in
London, La Scala in Milan, the Czech National Ballet, among
many other companies. He also staged numerous works by
Uwe Scholz, and choreographed ballets for the Stuttgart
Ballet, the State Opera Ballet in Hanover, the Lodz State
Opera Ballet in Poland, the Mannheim Ballet, the Vienna
State Opera Ballet, and the Staatsgallerie Stuttgart.

“…the 50-year-old
troupe is so acclaimed…
not just for the flair and
technical virtuosity of
its dancers, but for its
embrace of cuttingedge, genre-defying
dance…”
The Boston Globe
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FREE OUTDOOR EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES

present

DANCE TRAILS

AUGUST 5 TO 8

To make the most of the golden days of summer, take a
walk along the FASS dance trails! Follow the marked forest
trails in Molson Park and watch short dance and music
performances. A breath of fresh air in more ways than one!
Reservations required, limited spaces, standing room only.
Three departures each day: 3:30, 4:30 and 5:30 p.m.
PHOTO : ANDRÉ CHEVRIER

Length: 50 minutes
* Note that the activity takes place entirely while standing.

PATH 1 – AUGUST 5 AND 6

PATH 2 – AUGUST 7 AND 8

Crazy Smooth – Promenade (street dance)

Sara Harton – Toi, moi et tous les possibles (contemporary)

Eva Kolarova – Inner Dialogue (contemporary)

Andrea Peña & artists – New creation (contemporary)

Mackinaw – Gigue de rue (tap dance)

La Otra Orilla – The place in between (Flamenco)

JULY 31, 2 TO 6 P.M.

present

DANCE BATTLE FASS

PHOTO : COURTOISIE DE LA VILLE D’OTTAWA

Dance and music rendezvous for this first “dance battle” set
up by Bboyizm dance company and Crazy Smooth, who returns to
FASS after his participation in A Shared Solitude last year. Sixteen
of the best dancers from Ontario and Quebec compete in this break
dance and hip-hop tournament, competing in talent and skill.
May the best dancer win!
This event will be held at the Saint-Sauveur Skatepark located
at J-H Molson Park.
Bring your chairs!
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present

DANCE FILMS UNDER THE STARS
GEORGES-FILION PARK

JULY 29, 30, 31 AND
AUGUST 5, 6, 7, AT DUSK

Bring a blanket and your folding chair, and come discover this series
of short works in A Shared Solitude, a collection of little gems featuring
artists from the dance and contemporary music communities, filmed in
Laurentian landscapes last year. Also on the program: new short films from
the In Tandem series. An inspiring evening of viewing in Georges-Filion Park.
July 29 and August 5—A Shared Solitude 1
July 30 and August 6—A Shared Solitude 2
July 31 and August 7—In Tandem
FASS Forward short-film screenings
August 1, at dusk
Where dance meets film
Screenings of the official selection of 10 films submitted for our first
International dance film festival, FASS FORWARD, in which filmmakers and
dancers were invited to submit their dance movies and digital works.
Bring a blanket and your folding chair to Georges-Filion Park
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FASS VIRTUEL
IN TANDEM—2021 DIGITAL PRODUCTIONS
Inspired by the experience gained last year with the
realization of the digital project A Shared Solitude, FASS
continues to support creation in all its shapes and gives
you, in 2021, the new digital project In Tandem.
Four short films directed by Ben Shirinian, combining
dance and other artistic forms and filmed in different
theatres in the beautiful Laurentian region, will be launched
during FASS. These short films will present a combination
of dancers (solo or groups) of different styles, and artists
from various artistic disciplines: poetry, opera, gospel song The tandems are the following:
and classical music.
These new digital creations will be available online as Daniel Taylor, contertenor
of July 29th 2021 and can also be seen in person at Georges- Andrea Peña, dance artist
Filion Park on July 31st and August 7th.

Guillaume Côté, dance artist
Yannick Nézet-Séguin
and musicians from the Orchestre Métropolitain
Fred Gravel, dance artist
Jireh Gospel Choir
Jera Wolfe, dance artist
Natasha Kanapé Fontaine, writer and poet
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BEN SHIRINIAN
DIRECTOR, IN TANDEM

Ben Shirinian has built a career out of pushing the boundaries
of visual storytelling in his pursuit to create compelling content. Ben
began his professional career in advertising, heading the broadcast
department at one of Canada’s leading advertising agencies. There
he was able to hone his stylistic vision directing and creating both
traditional and digital content for global brands. He also served as
Creative Lead for Sony PlayStation and led the campaign for the
highly anticipated launch of PlayStation 3 in Canada.
Some of Ben’s other career highlights include writing and
directing Lost in Motion an award-winning branded content film
series in collaboration with The National Ballet of Canada and
world-renowned ballet dancer and choreographer Guillaume Côté.
The film made its debut at the Toronto International Film Festival
and garnered international media attention. Following the success
of the first film, Ben completed a striking follow up, Lost in Motion II,
which won Best Cinematography at the Canadian Society of
Cinematography (CSC) Awards and Best Editing at the AICE Awards.
Ben is also set to direct Land of Decoration, the upcoming
feature from Oscar nominated producer Gil Netter (Life of Pi),
Neverafter from producers Sentient and Endurance, and American
Drifter, the upcoming feature film from Oscar nominated producer
Robbie Brenner (Dallas Buyers Club).
Ben is currently co-owner of a Toronto-based commercial
production company, Lookout, specializing in motion graphics,
design, animation and live action for a wide range of global clients.
Ben is represented by CAA and Lighthouse Management & Media
for feature films and television.
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DANIEL TAYLOR
COUNTERTENOR

Daniel John Taylor, O.C. is praised
by the critics and audience alike as
‘Canada’s star countertenor’.
Since
his early career debuts at New York’s
Metropolitan Opera, the Glyndebourne
Festival, and the Rome Opera, his voice
has been hailed as an “unwavering spirit
carried aloft above the tumult of earthly existence” (The
Toronto Star). The Times says the “beauty of his voice will
stop you in your tracks,” while The Guardian calls him “part
angel, part man.”
Additional operatic engagements have included the
San Francisco Opera, the Welsh Opera, Opéra de Montréal,
and the Canadian Opera Company. Taylor has performed
with the Edinburgh Festival, the New York Philharmonic,
Cleveland Orchestra, Israel Philharmonic, the symphonies
of Madrid, Dallas and Toronto, with Tafelmusik and Les
Violons du Roy. He has been heard in recital at the BBC
Proms and at Wigmore Hall in London; at Amsterdam’s
Concertgebouw and Zürich’s Tonhalle; in China’s Forbidden
City; at Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris; and at Carnegie Hall.
Additional performances include a world tour with Sir
John Eliot Gardiner and the Monteverdi Choir for the Bach
Cantata Pilgrimage; projects with actors Ralph Fiennes,
Jeremy Irons, Megan Follows, Martha Henry, and Chris Noth;
and Ryuichi Sakamoto’s opera, Life, which was narrated by
the Dalai Lama.

ANDREA PEÑA
DANCE ARTIST

Originally from Bogota, Colombia,
Andrea Peña is a multidisciplinary artist
whose creative practice transverses the
fields of art installation, choreography
and design. Founded in 2014, Andrea
Peña & Artists is recognized within
Canada and internationally for their
creation of critical, alternative and spatial universes that
rupture our notions of a rational humanity and engage in
deep encounters between the physical body and the self.
Peña’s highly intricate, vulnerable and raw choreography
is established at a national and international scale
presenting works in Hong Kong, Spain, India, Panama,
Mexico, Dominican Republic and Canada. Peña’s works
have been performed by Danse Danse, Attakalari India
Biennale, Arsenal Art Contemporain, Festival Quartiers
Danses, Maison de la culture Maisonneuve, Montreal
Museum of Fine Arts, Canadian Center for Architecture,
Hong Kong International Choreography Festival, Festival
International de Dansa de la Cuidad de Mexico, AADK Spain,
IONION Arts Center Greece, Laval Symphony Orchestra and
SpringBoard, amongst others. Peña has been recognized
with numerous awards for her conceptual and highly
demanding creations, recently including the 2018 Banff
Arts Center’s Clifford E. Lee Canadian Choreography award
and the 2018 Hong Kong International Choreography
Award.

PHOTO : BOBBY LEON

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

Canada’s most prolific recording artist, Taylor may be
heard on over 120 albums and in films on labels including
DG Archiv, Warner, DECCA and SONY. Taylor’s productions
have been recognized with numerous awards including a
GRAMMY Award, Diapason d’Or, BBC Music Awards, JUNO
Award, and Quebec’s ADISQ, among many others. He also
appears on Cirque du Soleil recordings of Totem and Avatar.
Taylor is Founder and Artistic Director of two ensembles:
The Theatre of Early Music and The Trinity Choir and a
gifted choral conductor and sought-after teacher. In recent
years, Taylor traveled to Africa as well as to Brazil, Cuba and
to China to offer workshops, masterclasses and recitals.
Daniel Taylor is Director of the Historical Performance Area
of the Faculty of Music, University of Toronto.
Taylor completed his undergraduate study at McGill
University, graduate work at the Université de Montréal
with advanced studies at the Royal Academy of Music in
London and with leading exponents in the area of early
music. He is the recipient of the Queen’s Jubilee Medal for
Music.
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ORCHESTRE MÉTROPOLITAIN

GUILLAUME CÔTÉ

PHOTO : SIMON COUTURIER

DANCE ARTIST

One of Quebec’s key cultural ambassadors, the
See Côté Danse p. 15
Orchestre Métropolitain de Montréal (OM) is celebrating its
40th anniversary this season. At its inception in 1981, the
OM set the bar high: to build a unique relationship with the
community through high-impact initiatives. Over the last
20 years, the OM has grown alongside its artistic director
DIRECTEUR ARTISTIQUE
and principal conductor, Yannick Nézet-Séguin, whose
ET CHEF PRINCIPAL
career continues to reach new heights. In September 2019,
Artistic Director and Principal the OM announced that Nézet-Séguin had signed on for an
Conductor
of
the
Orchestre exceptional lifetime contract.
Métropolitain since 2000, Yannick
This special relationship resonates throughout the
Nézet-Séguin became, in September
community, with 50 concerts performed annually at the
2018, the third Music Director of the
Maison symphonique and across the city, thanks to the
Metropolitan Opera (MET), New York,
Conseil des arts de Montréal Touring Program. The OM
adding this to his Music Directorship of the Philadelphia
also puts on webcast and open-air concerts. Driven by
Orchestra where he has served since 2012. In 2016-2017,
excellence, the ensemble is known for its bold presence,
he became a lifetime Honorary Member of the Chamber
authenticity and community engagement.
Orchestra of Europe. After his ten-year tenure with the
Proud to have expanded its educational initiatives,
Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, he was named
including The OM for Schools and The OM for Future Talent,
Honorary Conductor.
the Orchestre strives to cultivate a passion for music
He has worked regularly with many leading European
among young people.
ensembles and has enjoyed many close collaborations with
The OM also regularly collaborates with other
the Berliner Philharmoniker, the Wiener Philharmoniker,
high-calibre
cultural organizations in Quebec, serving as
Sinfonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunk and Chamber
Orchestra of Europe as well as with London Philharmonic the Opéra de Montréal’s orchestra.
Orchestra, of which he was Principal Guest Conductor
Following the success of its 2017 European tour, the OM
from 2008 to 2014. His opera interpretations have been and Yannick Nézet-Séguin travelled to the US in November
acclaimed in many of the world’s most famous houses, 2019 with soprano Joyce DiDonato, winning over audiences
such as the Metropolitan Opera (New York), La Scala (Milan), in Chicago, Ann Arbor, New York and Philadelphia.
and the Royal Opera House (Covent Garden, London), in
The winner of multiple national awards, the OM has
the Salzburg Festival, as well as in such renowned concert
recorded some 20 performances with the Canadian ATMA
halls as the Musikverein (Vienna), the Concertgebouw
Classique label, including Bruckner’s symphonies, which
(Amsterdam) and Carnegie Hall (New York).
were released in spring 2018. The Orchestre has also
Yannick Nézet-Séguin records exclusively for Deutsche collaborated with Deutsche Grammophon to release two
Grammophon label while continuing his role in the albums with renowned singers Rolando Villazón and Ildar
collaborative partnership between ATMA Classique and the Abdrazakov (Duets in 2017 and Verdi in 2019).
OM. His honours include Artist of the Year by the prestigious
More recently, the OM performed all nine Beethoven
magazine Musical America, a Royal Philharmonic Society
symphonies for its Summer of Beethoven webcast series
Award (RPS, London), Canada’s National Arts Centre Award
available exclusively on DG Stage. This initiative made the
(Ottawa), the Prix Denise-Pelletier, awarded by the Quebec
OM one of the first orchestras to come together again after
government, the Medal of Honor of the National Assembly
the COVID-19 crisis forced ensembles across the globe to
of Quebec, the Oskar Morawetz Award and Orchestras
go on hiatus.
Canada’s Betty Webster Award.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, the OM has
Yannick Nézet-Séguin holds six honorary doctorates
rolled out numerous digital initiatives, which has helped
(Université du Québec à Montréal, 2011; Curtis Institute
it stay connected with audience members during this
of Music, Philadelphia, 2014; Rider University, Princeton,
unprecedented time.
2015; McGill University, Montreal, 2017, Université de
Montréal, 2017; Pennsylvania University, 2018), and has
been made a Companion of the Order of Canada (2012),
Companion of the Quebec Order for the Arts and Literature
(2015), Officer of the National Order of Quebec (2015) and
Officer of the Ordre de Montréal (2017).

YANNICK NÉZET-SÉGUIN
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DANCE ARTIST

JIREH GOSPEL CHOIR
GOSPEL CHOIR

Frédérick Gravel graduated
in 2009 from UQAM’s (Université
du Québec à Montréal) dance
faculty with a thesis on “The role
of the dance artist in a democratic
society’’. As a choreographer,
dancer, musician and lighting designer Frédérick Gravel
has been active on the Montreal scene for the past fifteen
years. He turns the structures of choreography upside
down, merging into his work various elements from rock
and performance art. He joined DLD as an associate
creator in 2010 and was appointed artistic director of the
company in 2018.

JIREH Gospel Choir, based in
Montreal and directed by Carol
Bernard, has carved out quite
a name for itself in the music
industry in Canada and Europe.
Composed of about fifteen
singers plus musicians, JIREH members have travelled
throughout the province of Quebec, to the rest of Canada,
to the United States, and all the way to France and
Italy to share their love for gospel music and spread its
contagious energy. Whether performing outdoors or in an
intimate setting, the choir delivers a powerful punch that
leaves no one unmoved. From timeless classics to original
His productions — Gravel Works (2009), All Hell is compositions, JIREH perfectly combines traditional and
Breaking Loose, Honey (2010), Usually Beauty Fails (2012) contemporary gospel sounds.
and This Duet That We’ve Already Done (so many times)
A testament to the choir’s dedication and unique brand
(2015), Some Hope for the Bastards (2017) and Fear of gospel music, JIREH Gospel Choir won the prestigious
and Greed (2019) — have received great national and Gospel Album of the Year award in 2015 from the Gospel
international reviews. He co-created with the author Music Association of Canada for their album “Get Up”. In
Étienne Lepage Ainsi parlait… (2013) and Logique du pire 2012, the group won Gospel Song of the Year for their song
(2016). In February 2015, he revisited the cabaret style at “Quoi qu’il arrive”.
Usine C, presenting Cabaret Gravel with 20 guest artists,
Dedicated to delivering authentic yet creative music,
including Dear Criminals and the Molinari Quartet. Always JIREH’s singers and artists push the musical boundaries
present where least expected, he collaborated with Pierre of gospel by infusing their sound with their unique brand
Lapointe on Mutantès and Amours, délices et orgues (2008). of joyful and reflective music all the while respecting the

PHOTO : JEAN-DANIEL PAINSON

PHOTO : BRIANNA LOMBARDO

FRÉDÉRICK GRAVEL

The works of Frédérick Gravel are created heart and soul, and traditions, of the music they love.
in close collaboration with all members of
JIREH Gospel Choir’s foot-stomping beats will transform
Grouped’ArtGravelArtGroup/GAG, a shifting collective of even bystanders into active participants while the music’s
dancers and musicians actively involved in the creation uplifting message will raise your spirit for days to come!
process. More and more active as a teacher, Frédérick
Gravel regularly gives creative workshops as well as
teaching at CÉGEP Saint-Hyacinthe’s theater department,
at Université du Québec à Montréal and at l’École de danse
contemporaine de Montréal.
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WRITER AND POET

JERA WOLFE
DANCE ARTIST

See Jera Wolfe p. 9

Natasha Kanapé Fontaine is an
Innu poet from Pessamit, now living in
Montreal. She is the author of N’entre
pas dans mon âme avec tes chaussures
(Don’t enter my soul with your shoes)
published by Mémoire d’encrier 2012
(which won the Prix des Écrivains francophones d’Amérique
2013), and also author of Manifeste Assi (Published by:
Éditions Mémoire d’encrier 2014 (Finalist of Prix ÉmileNelligan 2015). She wrote poetry books praised by the
critics and more recently Bleuets et abricots (Blueberries
and apricots) published by Mémoire d’encrier. A proud
representative of the Canadian wide Aboriginal movement
Idle No More, she travels throughout Quebec, Canada and
other countries as a poet and public speaker. The message
she carries is the meeting of peoples and cultures, respect,
exchange and dialogue, under the auspices of dignity and
humanity.
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NATASHA
KANAPÉ FONTAINE
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FASS FORWARD
INTERNATIONAL SHORT DANCE FILMS FESTIVAL
Organized under the umbrella of the Festival des Arts
de Saint-Sauveur, FASS Forward is a new digital event
that aims to promote short dance films by filmmakers
from around the world and demonstrate how the camera
can be used to creatively showcase dance. FASS Forward
therefore invites all creators who have mastered the art of
making dance shine by using digital technology to submit
their works. All styles of dance are accepted.

PHOTO : ANDRÉ CHEVRIER

To submit your short film and view the details, click the
following link
https://filmfreeway.com/FASSForward

Films are accepted until June 25 inclusively.
FASS Forward will take place on August 1, 2021 at
9 p.m. in Georges-Filion Park.
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PUBLIC PARTNERS

CORPORATE PARTNERS

présenté par

MEDIA PARTNERS

Journal des
Pays-d’en-Haut

SERVICE PARTNERS

123 C
242 C
348 C
7462 C

CHAMBRE DE COMMERCE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

DE TOURISME

TOURISM

